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sanofi-aventis is one of the world's leading integrated healthcare organizations.
since 1993, sanofi aventis has worked to discover, develop and bring to market

innovative, life-saving products and have a strong focus on patients. verizon
communications, inc. offers a full range of communications products and services to

consumers, businesses and government. its products include, among others,
wireless and wireline broadband networks, voice, data and wireless management

solutions, information and content distribution technologies and
telecommunications equipment. home depot is the world's largest home

improvement retailer, with more than 1,900 retail stores located in 46 states.
headquartered in atlanta, georgia, home depot is recognized for its high-quality

home improvement and electrical products and services, and for its commitment to
customer service. vw group owns and operates a group of companies under the

volkswagen, audi, skoda and seat brands. it is present in more than 100 countries
and sold approximately 8.5 million vehicles in the u.s. in 2016. general motors is

one of the world's leading manufacturers of cars, trucks, suvs, crossovers, vans, and
specialty vehicles. it is gm's primary profit center, comprising 51% of its operating

income. gm's operations are concentrated in the u.s., china, mexico, brazil, canada,
south korea and argentina. python is defined by its ecosystem. python is a high

level language, built around the components. this ecosystem is hugely varying in
size and function, and affects everything from the largest code repository on the

internet ( github) to a single line of code stored inside a single core. importantly, the
ecosystems python is built around are aligned with what you do as a python

programmer. programmers, developers, and scientists: enjoy exploring the network
of python projects are able to access a variety of python projects within seconds

can easily share their projects with the rest of the python community are free to do
this without asking permission.
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instructor philip e. tetlock is a
leading expert on leadership and

risk. in his why people believe
weird things , tetlock shows how
everyday people perceive both

historical and contemporary
leaders. tetlock explores how, in

extremis, leaders seek to
resemble those they admire. yet
each person is also unique and
exhibits a "vision" of how they
wish to be perceived. to those
whom they trust, leaders are

attractive. to those who distrust
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them, leaders may even be
repulsive. the future, at any rate,
is bleak. the economy is faltering.
political and religious tensions are
high. history is ending. world war

iii may be imminent. we are in
crisis. but, do we know enough to
prevail? we are inherently binary.

we either trust or distrust. our
trust or distrust. "what you

believe," tetlock writes, "is what
you do." he cautions that we

must learn to distinguish when
we are on our own ground and
when we are in the presence of

genuine "extremists." he
distinguishes between normal

and abnormal beliefs. kopena is
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the world's largest manufacturer
of wooden pallets and corrugated

shipping materials.
headquartered in monroeville,

pennsylvania, the company
employs over 3,000 people in the
usa, south africa, indonesia and
singapore. habil is the world's

leading provider of mobile voice
and data messaging solutions.

headquartered in bellevue,
washington, with >145,000

employees globally, habil has
created the most powerful

communications network for
today's smart, connected, mobile
lifestyle. siemens north america is

a wholly owned subsidiary of
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siemens ag, one of the world's
largest providers of technology
and services. we are a leading
supplier to utilities, public and

private industries, governmental
agencies, healthcare institutions,

education institutions and
consumers, as well as operating

in rail and tramway, rail
automotive, wind power, energy,
environmental technology and

security products. siemens
operates in 50 countries on six
continents and employs 67,000

people in north america.
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